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1. Introduction. Let (s) denote the Dedekind zeta-function of an
algebraic number field K. It has been shown by R. Brauer [3] that if 12
and I2. are two finite algebraic number fields which are both normal over
their intersection k and their compositum is K, then

(s)(s)/,(s)(s)
is an entire function. Let K and K be finite algebraic number fields over

k=K f K. Suppose now that at least one of K, K is non-normal over ,
and K=KK2. Does it happen that also in this case the function (s)
(s)/,(s)(s) becomes an entire function? We call this question R.
Brauer’s problem, and show that it has positive answer in some cases.

2. Main theorems.
Theorem 1. z,(s)(s)/o(s)o(s) is an entire function of

s, where p is an odd prime .and n, m are p-free relatively prime rational
integers.

Proof. Let =exp (2i/p). Then Q(’, )/Q is normal and T=
Gal (Q(, )/Q) is generated by the elements a, r as follows a=r-=e,
vav-=a, where g is a primitive root mod p and the elements a and r are
characterized by a’,,r’,. The group
T has p--1 linear characters (i.e., irreducible characters of degree one)
and precisely one simple non-linear character Z such that Z(e)=p-1.
Here Z(p)=--I for p e (a)-{e} and Z(p)=O for p e (a). We consider the
field M=Q(,,). Let v* be the element of G=Gal (M/Q) such
that r*’,,. Then O=Q(,) is the
intermediate field of M over Q fixed by the cyclic subgroup H=(r*)c G so
that H=Gal (M/O). Next let be the element of Gal (M/Q) such that
; ,,. Then F=Q(’, ) is the fixed field
of N=() and we have Gal (Q(, )/Q)G/N. Here we consider the

map G G/N ZC. If we denote a(x)=Z((x)), then a is one of the
irreducible characters of G. In particular, (v*)=Z(v)=O. Let 1 be
the principal character of H, and we denote by 1 the induced character
of G. a[ denotes the restriction of a to H. Frobenius reciprocity yields

1(1, a,)a=(l, aln)- 2,1g(h)
p-- 1 en

1 (a,l,(e)+ a,[(h)}=.{(p--1)+O+O+...+O}=l.p--1 ehe. p--1
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On the other hand let a* be. the element of G such that a*; , /W-+
/WS, /--*/., then Q(/,5) is the fixed field of (a*) and

Gal (Q(/, )/Q)-G/(a*). Here. we consider the map G >G/ (a*)----->
C, where :( is the irreducible character of Gal (Q(/, 5)/Q) of degree
p-1. Then the ,’(x)-;’((x))is also the irreducible character o G and
(1, )e--1 holds. Therefore l=le/-]+,n holds, where the 1 is
the principal character o G and occurs with multiplicity 1, ; are non-
principal irreducible characters (4=, ) of G and the n are non-negative
rational integers. At least one n is non-zero. By the theory of induced
characters and the properties of the Artin L-functions we have,

)(s)/(s)--L(s, Z, F/Q)--L(s, , M/Q)
and

Q()(s)/5(s)--L(s, ;’, F/Q)--L(s, ,’, M/Q), where F--Q(/, ).
It follows now

5(s) L(s, 1, M/9) L(s, 1, M/ Q)
L(s, 1, M/Q)L(s, , M/Q)L(s, , M/Q) L(s, ), M/Q)n,.

Therefore (s)(s)/q()(s)q()(s)= V L(s, z, M/Q).
The direct product ()X (a*) is a normal subgroup of G and G/()X

(a*Gal (Q()/Q) (the cyclic group of order p-l). On the other hand,
( is a normal subgroup of G and G/(6)-Gal (Q(/W,)/Q). Thus G
has a normal series" G() X(a*)((e} all of whose actors are cyclic.
Therefore G is a supersolvable group. Since every supersolvable group
is a monomial group, the Artin L-function L(s, Z, K/]c) is entire or every
non-principal irreducible character o supersolvable group. (See K.
Uchida [6], Theorem I and also R. W. van der Waall [7], p. 161). Theorem
I follows.

Theorem 2. (,)(s)(s)/()(s)()(s) is an entire function
where p, q are distinct odd primes, and n, a are p-.free and q-free rational
integers respectively.

Proof. Let be the automorphism defined by the ollowing action,
--->g, P/----->P/--, "-, q/----+q/’-, where =exp (2ui/q). As usual,

1(,:) denotes the restriction of to the field Q(/W, ). Then
holds. Similarly, let p be the automorphism defined by the following ac-
tion p’5-+5, /W-/W, -+, q/W-+q/W, where r is a primitive root
mod q. Then Q(’/W, q/-d-) is the invariant field of the direct product
H--( X (p) considered as subgroup of G*--Gal (Q(/W, q/-d-, 5, )/Q).
Let L-Q(5, , /W, q/-d-),/--Q(/W, ) and M=Q(q/W, ).

F- Gal (L/M) is isomorphic to T.- Gal (M./Q) and G* /F is isomorphic
o T-Gal (M/Q). Here we consider the map

G* G*/F=Gal(Q(/W,)/Q) C.
(x)=;((x)) is one of the irreducible characters of G* (the so-called
lifted character). The elements of H=() (p) is ep, 0 gi<__p-- 2, 0
__<q--2.
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+(e)=p--1. +(*)=Zv((e*?))=Z(r*)=0 for i#0. +p(fi)=Z(())
=Z(e)--p--1 for i=0, 1]q--2.

q-2

(1*, ),=(1, ,]u)n= {(p--1)+(p--1)+... +(p--1)}=1.
(p--1)(q-- 1)

Similarly (1*, @v)e,=l, where @v is the lifted character of Zv of
Gal (Q(VW, )/ Q.

(,e;(s)/(s)=L(s, xv, M/Q)=L(s, , L/Q)
Q(e7(s)/{(s)=L(s, , M/Q)=L(s, , L/Q).

Here l*=l,+@v+qv+m0, where the O (#, qv) are non-principal
irreducible characters of G* and the m are non-negative rational integers,
at least one of which is non-zero. Since G*TxT (the direct product)
and T, T2 are supersolvable group, G* is a supersolvable group. There-
fore each L(s, 0, L/Q) is entire.

Q(,a(S)(S)/(g(S)o(a(S)= L(s, O, L/Q)’
is an entire unetion in the whole complex plane.
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